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MEMO

To: State Department Directors, Agency Heads, and University System Presidents

From: Environmental Quality Council (EQC)

Subject: REVISED ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT GUIDELINES

Enclosed herewith is a copy of revised guidelines for the implementation of the

environmental impact statement (EIS) requirement of Section 69-6504(b)(3) of the

Montana Environmental Policy Act (MEPA). These guidelines will supersede the

guidelines adopted by the EQC on July 21, 1972. Agencies are requested to re-

view these guidelines and to make comments and suggestions about them to the EQC.

We urge that such comments and suggestions be submitted prior to the next Council

meeting which is scheduled for September 14, 1973.

On the whole, there are no radical changes effected by these proposed revisions.

For the main part, where changes have been made, those changes represent an at-

tempt to clarify or to provide further assistance in utilizing already established

procedures.

Our experience thus far has indicated several broad areas where individual agency

implementation of the MEPA process can be improved:

1. We need to improve the quality of information and analysis used in

assessing environmental impacts of proposed projects;

2. We need to keep the process open from the earliest possible time to

the public (citizens and public groups);

3. Agencies, themselves, need to move more towards internalizing the en-

vironmental ethic as a part of agency decision-making.

We view the function of the guidelines as a service to state agencies. MEPA has

imposed upon agencies significant additional substantive and procedural respon-

sibilities. We believe the guidelines can and should help the agencies in ful-

filling those responsibilities by being as plain and clear as possible. It is

our hope that the changes in the guidelines help to serve that end.
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ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY COUNCIL

State Capitol Building
Helena, Montana

REVISED GUIDELINES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS

REQUIRED BY THE MONTANA ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT OF 1971

ADOPTED BY ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY COUNCIL, , 1973

The Environmental Quality Council invites comments and suggestions

from interested parties with respect to the following proposed revisions

of the Council's guidelines on the preparation of environmental impact

statements pursuant to Section 69-6504(b)(3) of the Montana Environmental

Policy Act (MEPA). The present guidelines, which were adopted on July 21,

1972, are available from the Council.

1. PURPOSE

The purpose of Section 69-6504(b)(3) of the Montana Environmental

Policy Act (MEPA) and of these guidelines is to incorporate into the

agency decision-making process careful and thorough consideration of

the environmental effects of proposed actions, and to assist agencies

in implementing the MEPA in a uniform, deliberate and systematic man-

ner.

2. POLICY

a. As early as possible and in all cases prior to any agency decision

concerning major action or recommendation or a proposal for legis-

lation that significantly affects the environment. State agencies

shall, in consultation with other appropriate agencies and indi-

viduals, beth-4n in both the public and private sectors, assess in

detail the potential environmental impact in order that adverse
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effects are avoided and environmental quality is maintained, en-

hanced, or restored to the fullest extent practicable. In partic-

ular, it is especially important that alternative actions that

will minimize adverse impacts shall be exploredj_ and both the long

and short range implications te upon the human environment and %e

upon nature shall be evaluated in order to avoid, to the fullest

extent practicable, undesirable consequences for the environment

as a whole.

The language in Section 69-6504 is intended to assure that

all agencies of the State shall comply with the directives set

out in said Section "to the fullest extent possible" under their

statutory authorizations and that no agency shall utilize an ex-

cessively narrow construction of its existing statutory authoriza-

tions to avoid compliance.

b. FeF-%he-pHFpese-ef-4ffip^-effleR%a%4en-ef-the-MEPAT The term "human

environment" 4s-%e shall be broadly construed to include not only

social, economic, cultural, and aesthetic factors, but 4s also,

and particularly, 4nteHded-%e-4nel-Hde the biophysical properties

of natural ecosystems, including plants, an4wa4sT-wanT humans,

and other animals, their relationship w4th to each other, and

with all environmental components of air, water, and land ethei»-

w4se-kHewn-as--eee^e§y-

.

AGENCY PROCEDURES

a. Each agency shall establish its own formal procedures for:

(1) Identifying those agency actions and decisions requiring



environmental statements, the appropriate time prior to de-

cision for the consultation required by Section 69-6504(b)(3)

and the agency review process for which environmental state-

ments are to be available;

(2) Obtaining information required in the4i«-pf»epd>»d%4efi^ the prep-

aration of environmental statements ;

(3) Designating the officials who are to be responsible for the

environmental statements;

(4) Consulting with and taking account of the comments of appro-

priate agencies, private groups , and the public, whether or

not a-sta%effleRt an environmental statement is prepared;

fS>--Mee%4fi§-%he-FeqH4feffle8ts-ef-Seet4eR-69-6594(bH3^-fep-pfe-

v4d4H§-*4me4y-pHbMe-4nfepwdt4eH-eR-p1-aRS-aBd-p»»e§Fdffls-w4th

eRv4feHweR%a;-4mpaetT-4Re^wd4fi§-p>»eeeelti»»es-i«e9peR94ve-te-See-

t4en-8-ef-these-§d4€le^4HesT--The5e-p»»eeeelafes-sheH4d-be-e8H-

s4s%eH%-w4%h-%he-gH4ele?-4Hes-eeH%d4ned-hei»e4H---Eaeh-a§eRey

sheH4d-f4te-a-eepy-ef-a4;-SHeh-ppeeedtipes-w4%h-the-Env4i»en-

ffleH%a;-QHd;4ty-GeHHe4;-(EQ6)-wh4eh-w41-^-pt»ev4de-aelv4ee-*e

a§eRe4es-4H-%he-pi»epd)»at4en-ef-%he4F-ppeeedHPes-dnd-§H4danee

eH-the-app1-46at4eR-aHd-4H%eppi»etd%4eR-ef-the-GeaRe41--5-§H4de-

^•4HesT

(5) Preparing draft environmental statements.

(a). In accordance with the policy of MEPA, agencies have

a responsibility to develop procedures to provide to

the public timely information and explanation of plans

-3-



and programs with environmental impact in order to ob-

tain the views of any interested parties. Initial

assessments of the environmental impacts of proposed

action shall be undertaken concurrently with initial

technical, energy use, and economic studies, and when

required, a draft environmental impact statement shall

be prepared and circulated for comments in time to ac-

company a proposal through the agency review process.

During the process, agencies shall:

(1) Make provision for the circulation of draft state-

ments to other appropriate agencies, selected pri-

vate groups and individuals, and for their avai1-

abHity to the public. (Where an agency has an

established practice of declining to favor an al-

ternative until public comments on a proposed ac-

tion have been received, the draft environmental

statement may indicate that two or more alterna-

tives are under consideration.);

(2) Give careful consideration to the comments elicited

from the aforementioned sectors; and

(3) Issue final environmental impact statements which

clearly evidence a responsiveness to such comments.

The purpose of this assessment and consultation pro-

cedure is to provide agencies, other decision-makers,

and the public with an understanding of the potential

-4-



environmental effects of proposed actions.

Agencies should attempt to balance the results of their

environmental assessments with their assessments of the

net economic, technical, and other benefits of proposed

actions, and use all practicable means to avoid or mini-

mize undesirable consequences for the environment,

(b). If an agency relies on an applicant for the submission

of initial environmental information, the agency shall

assist the applicant by outlining the type and quality

of information required. In all such cases, the agency

must make its own determinations on the applicant's

evaluation of the environmental issues and the agency

must assume responsibility for the scope and content

of draft and final environmental statements.

(6) Meeting the requirements of Section 69-6504(b)(3) for pro-

viding timely public information on plans and programs with

environmental impact, including procedures responsive to Sec-

tion 8 of these guidelines. These procedures should be con-

sistent with the guidelines contained herein. Each agency

should file a copy of all such procedures with the Environ-

mental Quality Council (EQC) which will provide advice to

agencies in the preparation of their procedures and guidance

on the application and interpretation of the Council's guide-

lines.

In addition, it is suggested that each agency prepare a flow chart

-5-



outlining its EIS procedure. The flow chart should include all points

of review and decision-making, and divisions of individual responsibility.

See sample attached as Appendix III.

4. STATE AGENCIES INCLUDED

Section 69-6504(b)(3) applies to all agencies of the State government.

Each agency shall comply with the requirements unless the agency demon-

strates that existing law applicable to its operations expressly pro-

hibits or makes compliance impossible.

5. ACTIONS INCLUDED

The following criteria shall be employed by agencies in deciding whether

a proposed action requires the preparation of an environmental statement,

a. Actions include, but are not limited to:

(1) Recommendations or favorable reports relating to legislation,

including that for appropriations. The requirement for following

the Section 69-6504(b)(3) procedure as e^abecated discussed in

these guidelines applies to both:

(a), agency recommendations on their own proposals for legis-

lation; and

(b). agency reports on legislation initiated elsewhere.

(In the latter case only the agency which has pri-

mary responsibility for the subject matter involved

will prepare an environmental impact statement.)

(2) Projects, programs, and continuing activities: directly

undertaken by state agencies; supported in whole or in part

through state funds or involving a state lease, permit,

-6-



license, certificate or other entitlement for use;

(3) Policy, regulations, and procedure making,

b. The statutory clause "major actions of State government signifi-

cantly affecting the quality of the human environment" shall be

construed by agencies w4%h-a-v4ew-%e from the perspective of the

overall, cumulative impact of the action proposed (and of further

actions contemplated). Such actions may be localized and seemingly

insignificant in their impact, but if there is a potential that

the environment may be significantly affected, the statement shall

be prepared.

In eeHs4der>4n§ deciding what constitutes >ajor action sig-

nificantly affecting the environment,^ agencies should beai»-4n

m4nd consider that the effect of many State decisions about a

project or a complex of projects can be individually limited but

cumulatively considerable. EKafflp^es-ape-wheH-ene-eiP-ifleFe-d§eBe4es

eve*'-a-pef4ed-ef-yedFS-pHts-4R%e-d-ppejeet-4Hd4v4dHa1-;y-ffl4neF

by%_€e;4ee%4ve4y-ffldjeF-*'eseH<»ees-5-e)»-wlsen-sevei»a4-§evei»nffleRt

a§GBe4es-4Rd4v4d«ai^y-make-de64s4eHS-abewt-pai=t4al-aspe6ts-ef

a_B,ajep-ae%4eRT By way of example, two suitable illustrations

can be drawn: (1) one or more agencies, over a period of years.

coiTBTiits minor amounts of resources at any single instance, but

the cumulative effect of those individually minor commitments

amounts to a major commitment of resources, or (2) several govern-

ment agencies individually make decisions regarding partial as-

pects of a major action. The guiding principle is that the whole

-7-



can be greater than the sum of the parts. The lead agency shall

prepare an environmental impact statement if it is foreseeable

that a cumulatively significant impact on the environment will

arise from State action. "Lead agency" refers to the State agen-

cy which has primary authority for coimitting the State govern-

ment to a course of action with significant environmental impact.

As necessary, the Environmental Quality Council will assist in

resolving questions of lead agency determination.

Finally, the determination of what constitutes "major action

significantly affecting the human environment" will unavoidably

involve considerable judgment on the part of the responsible agen-

cy. To assist in that judgment, the following points should be

general considerations (but not viewed as final determinants):

(1) Is the action under consideration the first or the only gov-

ernmental decision to be taken on the proposal?

(2) Is the action decisive; could it substantially change the

nature of the proposal, stop the proposal, or allow it to

proceed to full implementation?

(3) Is the action expected to have direct statewide or regional

implications?

(4) Is the action fixed for a certain period of time not to be

modified except under new conditions not previously known,

or conditions of an emergency nature?

(5) Does the action deal with environmental conditions (physical,

social, biological) which have been clearly recognized as

-8-
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Pndanaered, fragile, or in severely short supply; or

rlparl y approachinq a precarious level of quality, hardship,

nr public safety?

(6) Is the action intended as environm^ntallv regulatory or pro-

tective?

(7) noes the action involve cons iderable expenditure?

(ft ) Wnuld environmental conditions be substantially altered in

fprm.; of size, qual ity, well-being- availability, or type

of use?

^Q )
wnMlH environmental conditions be a ffected over a large geo-

graphical area?

(10) Would environmental effects be beneficial, adverse or both?

(11) Would environmental effects be shnrt-tprm, long-term, or

permanent?

(1? ) Would environmental effects be reversible?

(n ) Will the action involve a reasonably important "segment" of,

opinion in a controversy?

e.-9H-pFed46tdb;y-eeRtf9veps4d;-*ssHesT-a§eR6*es-shaU-p)pepa<pe-pipe-

dPaft-eHtURes-ef-eHV^FeBfflefita^-^mpaet-stafeefflefits.-These-eutURes

shaU-be-64F6w;ated-4R-a-Uffle;y-fash4eR-t9-se;ested-pwbU6-a§e«6*es,

te-se;G6ted-pp4vate-g»=9wps-aRd-4Bd4v4d«a;s,-aBd-*e.pF4vatG-§FeHps

afid-4Bd4v4d«dU-whese-4BteFests-w4U-be-s4§R4f46anUy-affe6ted-by

the-pF©p©sed-a6t4eRT-feF-»=ev4ew-aRd-6eHweRt.-AgeR64es-shaU-g4ve

eaFef«;-6eBs4deM*4efi-*e-*hG-eewmeH%s-dRd-sa§§est4eR5-eU64*ed-by

th4s-pM6esB-wheR-they-pFepaFe-*he4f-dFaft-efiv4Fefi«eRta;-i«pa6t

-9-
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d. When an agency responsible for the issuance of a state lease, per-

mit, license, certificate, or other entitlement for use, should

be able to foresee that the issuance of a large number of such en-

titlements will, cumulatively, have a significant impact upon the

environment, an environmental impact statement shall be prepared.

Normal agency procedures, as delineated in Section 3 above, shall

be used in the preparation of such an impact statement. Informa-

tion supplied by applicants for these entitlements may be used

or considered in the preparation of an impact statement, but such

information may not be submitted by itself in place of an impact

statement.

e. Section 69-6504 of the MEPA indicates the broad range of aspects

of the environment to be surveyed in any assessment of signifi-

cant effect. The MEPA also indicates that adverse significant

effects include those that degrade the quality of the environment,

and curtail the range of beneficial uses of the environment, and

serve short-term, to the disadvantage of long-term, environmental

goals. Significant effects can also include actions which may

have both beneficial and detrimental effects, even if, on balance,

the agency believes that the effect will be beneficial. Signifi-

cant adverse effects on the quality of the human environment in-

clude both those that directly affect human beings and those that

indirectly affect human beings through adverse effects on the

environment.

10-



6. CONTENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT

a. The following points are to be covered:

(1) A description of the proposed action including information

and technical data adequate to permit a careful assessment

of environmental impact by commenting agencies and the pub-

lic.

(2) The probable impact of the proposed action on the environment,

including impact on ecological systems. Both primary and

secondary significant consequences for the environment shall

be included. A primary impact is one which generally results

from a project input; a secondary impact is one which generally

results from a project output. Primary impacts are usually

more susceptible to measurement and analysis by an agency

proposing an action because the primary impacts are more im-

mediately related to an agency's area of responsibility and

expertise. Secondary impacts, on the other hand, usually re-

quire analyses by a number of agencies because they are not

within any single agency's area of responsibility or exper-

tise.

(3) Any probable adverse environmental effects which cannot be

avoided, should the proposal be implemented. If there are

adverse environmental effects which are unavoidable, miti-

qative measures shall be proposed to minimize such adverse

environmental impact.

(4) Alternatives to the proposed action;

-11-



Section 69-6504(b)(4) requires the responsible agency to

"study, develop, and describe appropriate alternatives to

recommend courses of action in any proposal which involves

unresolved conflicts concerning alternative uses of avail-

able resources." A rigorous exploration and objective eval-

uation of alternative actions (including no action at all)

that might avoid some or all of the adverse environmental

effects is essential. In addition, there should be an

equally rigorous consideration of alternatives open to other

authorities. Sufficient analysis of such alternatives and

their costs and impact on the environment should accompany

the proposed action through the agency review process in

order not to foreclose prematurely options which might have

less detrimental effects.

(5) The relationship between local short-term uses of man's en-

vironment and the maintenance and enhancement of long-term

effects from the perspective that each generation is trustee

of the environment for succeeding generations.

(6) Any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of natural

and economic resources which would be involved in the pro-

posed action should it be implemented. This requires the

agency to identify the extent to which the action curtails

the range of alternative and beneficial uses of the environ-

ment. Moreover, there should be specific discussion of kind

and amount of energy required for the project or proposal.

-12-



Primary and secondary uses of such energ y should be considered

(i.e.. certain kinds and amounts of energy mav be required

in the realization of the pro.iect. whereas other kinds and

amounts of energy may be required on a continuing or in-

creasing basis once the pro.iect is operative).

(7) A discussion of problems and objections raised by other agen-

cies and by private organizations and individuals in the re-

view process and the disposition of the issues involved.

Th4s-see%4efi-may-be-SHbffl4t%ed-sepa*'ate^y-fipeffl-%he-dipaft-:

(8) Insofar as it is practicable, a balancing of the economic

benefits to be derived from a proposal with economic costs

and environmental costs.

(9) A listing of all agency personnel having chief responsibility

for the preparation of the statement; a brief account of the

formal education, training, and professional experience of

such personnel; and a description of the sources of data,

research or field investigation on which the statement and

its conclusions are based.

(10) Discussion of potential qrowth-inducinq aspects of the pro-

posed action.

b. Each environmental statement shall be prepared in accordance with

the precept in Section 69-6504(b)(l) that all agencies "utilize

a systematic, inter-disciplinary approach which will insure the

integrated use of the natural and social sciences and the environ-

mental design arts in planning and decision making which may have

•13-



an impact on man's environment."

e r - -W!^e>»e -a-ft -dt%eney -fel-l-ews -a -pi^ftet1«e -&f -4e6l-1-ftiH§ -%& -fst\^&y^ -a-ft -*1-

tepi^fttiv-e -until- -pu^l-ie -^e^ipings--^v» -I>«&r -li^sl-d -&n -» -pp»pos.»d -ac-

ti&R T -»-4PAft -sRvi-p&HfflSRt*!- -statowftRt -fl»*y -b» -pp^panaed-»»4 -&i.pcu-

!-»td4 r-in4i6atin9-tl^t -two -d)c -wops -altdicnativ^s- -»p« -unctoic -con-

si-4eF*tWr r—Of-Reees&ity r -t^»>& -6©ffimi-ts -tJ*6-ageftey -t» -the -ppsp-

apa-ti»R-aR4-eipeyl-»t1«R-»f-s-&t*temeftt-iR4i6*tiBg-its-elwie©-©i

a -fiftal- -altepRftt i-ve r

c. Agencies which are required to submit statements under Section

102(2) (c) of the National Environmental Policy Act may, with EQC

approval, substitute copies of that statement in lieu of the Sec-

tion 69-6504(b)(3) requirement of the MEPA.

^ Appendix I prescribes the form of the draft environmental state-

ment.

e. Appendix II suggests environmental values to be considered in

connection with the preparation of impact statements.

7. STATE AGENCIES TO BE CONSULTED IN CONNECTION WITH PREPARATION OF

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS

A state agency considering an action requiring an environmental

statement for which it takes primary responsibility shall consult

with and obtain the comment on the environmental impact of the action

of state agencies or institutions with jurisdiction by law or special

expertise with respect to any environmental impact involved.

In addition, any state agency responsible for a draft environmen-

tal statement may seek comment from appropriate federal and local

-14-



agencies, from private individuals, organizations and institutions,

and in particular from private parties whose interests are likely

to be significantly affected by the proposed action.

Agencies seeking comment shall determine which one or more of

the agencies or institutions are appropriate to consult on the basis

of the areas of expertise. It is recommended that these agencies

and institutions establish contact points for providing comments on

the environmental statements and that departments from which comment

is solicited coordinate and consolidate the conments of their compo-

nent entities. It is further recommended that each agency establish

a "fund file" of expertise available from the public and private sec-

tors. The requirement in Section 69-6504(b)(3) to obtain comment from

state agencies having jurisdiction or special expertise is in addition

to any specific statutory obligation of any state agency to coordinate

or consult with any other agency. Agencies seeking comment shall es-

tablish time limits of not less than thirty (30) days for reply, after

which it may be presumed, unless the agency consulted requires a spec-

ified extension of time, that the agency consulted has no conment to

make. Agencies seeking conment should endeavor to comply with requests

for extensions of time up to fifteen (15) days. Failure of EQC to

publicly comment on any agency's environmental statement does not

Imply tacit approval of that agency action.

8. USE OF STATEMENTS IN AGENCY REVIEW PROCESSES: DISTRIBUTION TO EN-

VIRONMENTAL QUALITY COUNCIL: AVAILABILITY TO PUBLIC

a. Agencies will need to identify at what state or stages of a series

-15-



of actions relating to a particular matter the environmental state-

ment procedures of these guidelines will be applied. It will often

be necessary to use the procedures both in the development of a

state program and in the review of proposed projects within the

program. The principle to be applied is to obtain views of other

agencies and the public at the earliest feasible time in the dis-

cussion and development of program and project proposals. Care

should be taken to avoid duplication but when action is considered

which differs significantly from other actions already reviewed

pursuant to Section 69-6504(b)(3) of the MEPA, an environmental

statement shall be provided.

Two (2) copies of draft environmental statements, and two (2)

copies of the final text of environmental statements (if pre-

pared) together with all comments received thereon by the re-

sponsible agency from all other agencies and from private or-

ganizations and individuals, shall be supplied to the office of

the Executive Director of the Environmental Quality Council.

It is important that draft environmental statements be pre-

pared and circulated for comment and furnished to the Environ-

mental Quality Council, the Governor, and the public at the ear-

liest possible point in the agency review process in order to

permit meaningful consideration of the environmental issues be-

fore an action is taken. It is not the intent of the MEPA that

the environmental statement be written to justify decisions al-

ready made. No administrative action subject to Section 69-6504(b)(3)

-16-



shall be taken sooner than sixty (60) days after a draft environ-

mental statement has been circulated for comment, furnished to

the Council and except where advance public disclosure will re-

sult in significantly increased costs of procurement to the govern-

ment, made available to the public pursuant to these guidelines.

If the originating agency has a full and good faith consideration

of the environment in its plans, and if this is reflected in favor-

able comments from review agencies and the public, the draft state-

ment may be considered as satisfying the requirement of MEPA for

a detailed statement. Agencies satisfying the requirement of MEPA

with the draft statement must submit two (2) copies of all comments

received thereon together with formal notification of the final

decision on the proposed action. Agencies must furnish the same

information (final decision and all comments on draft) to all com-

menting entities, whether public or private, as a logical termina-

tion to the process. In cases where the final environmental state-

ment is required administrative action shall not be taken sooner

than thirty (30) days after the final text has been made available

to the Council and the public. If the final text of an environ-

mental statement is filed within sixty (60) days after a draft

statement has been circulated for comment, furnished to the Council

and made public pursuant to this section of these guidelines, the

thirty (30) day period and sixty (60) day period may run concurrently

to the extent that they overlap.

In those instances where an agency has, after careful con-

-17-



sideration, concluded that a proposed action or project does not

require the preparation of a final environmental impact statement,

the EQC, through the office of the Executive Director, may, upon

request from the agency, remove any further time restrictions for

the implementation of such agency actions or projects.

c. With respect to recommendations or reports on proposals for legis-

lation to which Section 69-6504(b)(3) applies, a draft environ-

mental statement may be furnished to the appropriate legislative

committee and made available to the public pending transmittal of

the comments as received and the final text, if required.

d. All agencies shall make available to the public all the reports,

studies, and other documents that may and should underlie the

draft and final impact statements and comments.

e. Where emergency circumstances make it necessary to take an action

with significant environmental impact without observing the pro-

visions of these guidelines concerning minimum periods for agency

review and advance availability of environmental statements, the

agency proposing to take the action shall consult with the EQC

about alternative arrangements. It is important that the agency

provide the EQC with a precise, factual statement detailing the

nature of the emergency, and the reasons the agency feels it must

depart from normal procedural requirements. Similarly, where there

are over-riding considerations of expense to the state or impaired

program effectiveness, the responsible agency shall consult with

the EQC concerning appropriate modifications of the minimum period.

-18-



f. In accord with the MEPA, agencies have an affirmative responsibility

to develop procedures to insure the fullest practicable provision

of timely public information and understanding of agency plans and

programs with environmental impact in order to obtain the view of

interested and significantly affected parties.

These procedures shall include, whenever appropriate, provi-

sion for public hearings, and shall provide the public with relevant

information including information on alternative courses of action.

In deciding whether a public hearing is appropriate, an agency should

consider: (i) the magnitude of the proposal in terms of economic

costs, the geographic area involved, the uniqueness or size of commit-

ment of resources involved, and the amount and types of energy re-

quired; (ii) the degree of interest in the proposal, as evidenced

by requests from public and from State and local authorities that

a hearing be held; (iii) the complexity of the issue and the likeli-

hood that information will be presented at the hearing which will

be of assistance to the agency in fulfilling its responsibilities

under the Act; and (iv) the extent to which public involvement al-

ready has been achieved through other means, such as earlier pub-

lic hearings, meetings with citizen representatives, and/or written

comments on the proposed action. Agencies which hold hearings on

proposed administrative actions or legislation shall make the ivaH

environmental statement available to the public at least thirty (30)

days prior to the time of the relevant hearings. Hearings shall be

preceded by adequate public notice and information to identify the
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issues and to obtain the comments provided for in the guidelines

and should in all ways conform to those procedures outlined in the

Montana Administrative Procedure Act, where applicable, R.C.M.

1947, 82-4201, et seq.

g. The agency which prepared the environmental statement is respon-

sible for making the statement and the comments received avail-

able to the public, including inter-agency memoranda when such

memoranda transmit comments of agencies upon the environmental

impact of proposed actions subject to Section 69-6504(b)(3)

.

h. Agency procedures prepared pursuant to Section 3 of these guide-

lines shall implement these public information requirements and

shall include arrangements for availability of environmental state-

ments and comments at the head and other appropriate offices of

the responsible agency.

9. APPLICATION OF SECTIONS 69-6504(b)(3) PROCEDURE TO EXISTING PROJECTS

AND PROGRAMS

The Section 69-6504(b)(3) procedure shall be applied to major state

actions having a significant effect on the environment even though

they arise from projects or programs initiated prior to enactment of

the MEPA on March 9, 1971. Where an agency demonstrates that it is

not practicable to reassess the basic course of action, it is still

important that further incremental major actions be shaped so as to

minimize adverse environmental consequences. It is also important

in further action that account be taken of environmental consequences

not fully evaluated at the outset of the project or program.
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10. SUPPLEMENTARY GUIDELINES. EVALUATION OF PROCEDURES

These revised guidelines reflect the experience of pertinent state

agencies and the EQC subsequent to the time the interim guidelines

were issued a^ffles*-a-yed)o-a§e. It is believed that this experience

has made the guidelines more helpful and comprehensive. As more

experience is gained, and as more comments are received, these guide-

lines will, from time to time, be further revised.

Agencies are encouraged to conduct an ongoing assessment of their

experience in the implementation of the Section 69-6504(b)(3) provi-

sions of the MEPA and in conforming to these guidelines. The EQC

will welcome comments on these areas at any time, but it would es-

pecially like to have such comments by December 31, 4972 1973 . Such

comments should include an identification of the problem areas and

suggestions for revision or clarification of these guidelines to

achieve effective coordination of views on the environmental factors

(and alternatives, wherever appropriate) of proposed actions without

imposing unproductive administrative procedures.
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APPENDIX I

The environmental statement submitted to the Environmental Quality Council

should cover the following items:

(Check one) ( ) Draft ( ) Final Environmental Statement

Name of responsible state agency (with name of operating division where

appropriate.)

1. Name of action (Check one) ( ) Administrative Action

( ) Legislative Action

2. Description of action indicating what geographic area or political

subdivision is particularly affected.

3. Environmental impact and adverse environmental effects.

4. List alternatives considered.

5. The relationship between local short- teirm uses of man's environment

and the maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity.

6. Any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources.

7. Balance of economic benefits with economic costs and environ-

mental costs.

8. Potential growth-inducing effects.

9^ (a) (For draft statements) List all agencies from which comments

have been requested.

(b) (For final statements) List all agencies and sources from which

written comments have been received.

10. Date draft statement and final statement was made available to the

Governor, the Environmental Quality Council, and public.

Draft environmental statements should be concise, but in sufficient detail to

al'n'v a reviewer with appropriate expertise to grasp the essence of the action

c" -iitelligently.

o wnere final environmental statements are prepared, this format should

owed considering in detail the points covered in Section 6 of these

.'. ines.
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APPENDIX II

Bv way of suggestion, but, by no means, by way of limitation, the

following are some specific values that could be affected by almost every

agency action or program:

TERRESTRIAL AND AQUATIC LIFE

WATER QUALITY. QUANTITY AND DISTRIBUTION

THE TERRESTRIAL AND AQUATIC HABITAT

AESTHETICS AND NATURAL BEAUTY

SQIL QUALITY. STABILITY AND MOISTURE

WILDERNESS VALUES

HUMAN PRESSURES ON RESOURCES

LOCAL AND STATE TAX BASE CONSIDERATIONS

TRANSPORTATION REQUIREMENTS

LAW ENFORCEMENT AND EFFECTIVENESS

DISTRIBUTION AND DENSITY OF PEOPLE

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS (BUSINESS. INDUSTRY. DOLLAR TURNOVER AND

EMPLOYMENT)

FOOD AND FIBER PRODUCTION

RECREATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES AND QUALITY OF RECREATIONAL EXPERIENCES

INCREASED SUBURBANIZATION. OR URBANIZATION. OR LAKE AND STREAM-SIDE

DEVELOPMENT

NOISE POLLUTION AND TRANQUILITY. AND ANY OTHER PERTINENT SOCIAL CON-

SIDERATIONS

HISTORIC AND ARCHEOLOGICAL SITES AND UNIQUE AND NATURAL AREAS

CULTURAL UNIQUENESS AND DIVERSITY
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